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Advances in RAMS Engineering Nov 19 2021 This book surveys reliability, availability, maintainability and
safety (RAMS) analyses of various engineering systems. It highlights their role throughout the lifecycle of
engineering systems and explains how RAMS activities contribute to their efficient and economic design and
operation. The book discusses a variety of examples and applications of RAMS analysis, including: • software
products; • electrical and electronic engineering systems; • mechanical engineering systems; • nuclear power
plants; • chemical and process plants and • railway systems. The wide-ranging nature of the applications
discussed highlights the multidisciplinary nature of complex engineering systems. The book provides a quick
reference to the latest advances and terminology in various engineering fields, assisting students and
researchers in the areas of reliability, availability, maintainability, and safety engineering.
Sustainability Trends and Challenges in Civil Engineering Jun 26 2022 This book presents the select
proceedings of the International Conference on Civil Engineering Trends and Challenges for Sustainability
(CTCS 2020). The chapters discuss emerging and latest research and advances in sustainability in different
areas of civil engineering, which aim to provide solutions to sustainable development. The contents are broadly
divided into the following categories: construction technology and building materials, structural engineering,
transportation and geotechnical engineering, environmental and water resources engineering, and RS-GIS
applications. This book will be of potential interest to beginners, researchers, and professionals working in the
area of sustainable civil engineering and related fields.
Multiple Career Choices Feb 08 2021 Choosing the right career is critical to success in oneýs life. Overload of
information on Internet only serves to confuse an already confused mind. This book provides information about
jobs and educational openings for 10+2, graduates and post graduates in technical, professional, science,
commerce and arts faculty. Questionnaire helps the students to gauge his interests, abilities, aptitudes and
opportunities to facilitate proper selection of job or study.
Recent Trends in Mechanical Engineering Jun 14 2021 This book consists of peer-reviewed proceedings from
the International Conference on Innovations in Mechanical Engineering (ICIME 2020). The contents cover latest
research in all major areas of mechanical engineering, and are broadly divided into five parts: (i) thermal
engineering, (ii) design and optimization, (iii) production and industrial engineering, (iv) materials science and
metallurgy, and (v) multidisciplinary topics. Different aspects of designing, modeling, manufacturing,
optimizing, and processing are discussed in the context of emerging applications. Given the range of topics
covered, this book can be useful for students, researchers as well as professionals.
Environmental Processes and Management Jan 10 2021 This book presents an in-depth, science-based
approach to applying key project-management and spatial tools and practices in environmental projects.
Providing important data for those considering projects that balance social-economic growth against

minimizing its ill-effects on planet Earth, the book discusses various aspects of environmental engineering, as
well as formula and analytical approaches required for more informed decision-making. Beginning with a broad
overview of the factors and features of environmental processes and management, the book then clearly
details the general application of fundamental processes, the characteristics of the different systems in which
they occur, and the way in which these factors influence process dynamics, environmental systems, and their
possible remedies. While primarily intended for professionals responsible for the management of
environmental projects or interested in improving the overall efficiency of such projects, it is also useful for
managers in the private, public, and not-for-profit sectors. Further, it is a valuable resource for students at both
undergraduate and postgraduate levels, and an indispensable guide for anyone wanting to develop their skills
in modern environmental management and related techniques.
Roadside Networks for Vehicular Communications: Architectures, Applications, and Test Fields Nov 27 2019
"This book attempts to close the gap between science and technology in the field of roadside backbones for
VCNs"--Provided by publisher.
Handbook of Research on Emerging Trends and Applications of Machine Learning May 26 2022 As today’s
world continues to advance, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a field that has become a staple of technological
development and led to the advancement of numerous professional industries. An application within AI that
has gained attention is machine learning. Machine learning uses statistical techniques and algorithms to give
computer systems the ability to understand and its popularity has circulated through many trades.
Understanding this technology and its countless implementations is pivotal for scientists and researchers
across the world. The Handbook of Research on Emerging Trends and Applications of Machine Learning
provides a high-level understanding of various machine learning algorithms along with modern tools and
techniques using Artificial Intelligence. In addition, this book explores the critical role that machine learning
plays in a variety of professional fields including healthcare, business, and computer science. While
highlighting topics including image processing, predictive analytics, and smart grid management, this book is
ideally designed for developers, data scientists, business analysts, information architects, finance agents,
healthcare professionals, researchers, retail traders, professors, and graduate students seeking current
research on the benefits, implementations, and trends of machine learning.
Research Anthology on Artificial Intelligence Applications in Security Sep 05 2020 As industries are rapidly
being digitalized and information is being more heavily stored and transmitted online, the security of
information has become a top priority in securing the use of online networks as a safe and effective platform.
With the vast and diverse potential of artificial intelligence (AI) applications, it has become easier than ever to
identify cyber vulnerabilities, potential threats, and the identification of solutions to these unique problems.
The latest tools and technologies for AI applications have untapped potential that conventional systems and
human security systems cannot meet, leading AI to be a frontrunner in the fight against malware, cyberattacks, and various security issues. However, even with the tremendous progress AI has made within the
sphere of security, it’s important to understand the impacts, implications, and critical issues and challenges of
AI applications along with the many benefits and emerging trends in this essential field of security-based
research. Research Anthology on Artificial Intelligence Applications in Security seeks to address the
fundamental advancements and technologies being used in AI applications for the security of digital data and
information. The included chapters cover a wide range of topics related to AI in security stemming from the
development and design of these applications, the latest tools and technologies, as well as the utilization of AI
and what challenges and impacts have been discovered along the way. This resource work is a critical
exploration of the latest research on security and an overview of how AI has impacted the field and will
continue to advance as an essential tool for security, safety, and privacy online. This book is ideally intended
for cyber security analysts, computer engineers, IT specialists, practitioners, stakeholders, researchers,
academicians, and students interested in AI applications in the realm of security research.
Waste Valorisation and Recycling Jun 02 2020 This book gathers high-quality research papers presented at the
Seventh International Conference on Solid Waste Management, held at Professor Jayashankar Telangana State
Agricultural University, Hyderabad on December 15-17, 2017. The Conference, IconSWM 2017, is as an official
side event of the high-level Intergovernmental Eighth Regional 3R Forum in Asia and the Pacific. As a preevent, it also aims to generate scientific inputs to the policy consultations at the Eighth Regional 3R Forum coorganised by the UNCRD/UNDESA, MoEFCC India, MOUD India and MOEJ, Japan. At the IconSWM 2017,
researchers from more than 30 countries presented their work on Solid Waste Management. Divided into three
volumes, this book shares their papers, which address various issues related to innovation and implementation
in sustainable waste management, segregation, collection and transportation of waste, treatment
technologies, policies and strategies, energy recovery, life cycle analysis, climate change, and research and
business opportunities.
Research Anthology on Implementing Sentiment Analysis Across Multiple Disciplines Apr 12 2021 The rise of
internet and social media usage in the past couple of decades has presented a very useful tool for many
different industries and fields to utilize. With much of the world’s population writing their opinions on various
products and services in public online forums, industries can collect this data through various computational

tools and methods. These tools and methods, however, are still being perfected in both collection and
implementation. Sentiment analysis can be used for many different industries and for many different purposes,
which could better business performance and even society. The Research Anthology on Implementing
Sentiment Analysis Across Multiple Disciplines discusses the tools, methodologies, applications, and
implementation of sentiment analysis across various disciplines and industries such as the pharmaceutical
industry, government, and the tourism industry. It further presents emerging technologies and developments
within the field of sentiment analysis and opinion mining. Covering topics such as electronic word of mouth
(eWOM), public security, and user similarity, this major reference work is a comprehensive resource for
computer scientists, IT professionals, AI scientists, business leaders and managers, marketers, advertising
agencies, public administrators, government officials, university administrators, libraries, students and faculty
of higher education, researchers, and academicians.
ICT Systems and Sustainability Mar 24 2022 This book proposes new technologies and discusses future
solutions for ICT design infrastructures, as reflected in high-quality papers presented at the 6th International
Conference on ICT for Sustainable Development (ICT4SD 2021), held in Goa, India, on 5–6 August 2021. The
book covers the topics such as big data and data mining, data fusion, IoT programming toolkits and
frameworks, green communication systems and network, use of ICT in smart cities, sensor networks and
embedded system, network and information security, wireless and optical networks, security, trust, and
privacy, routing and control protocols, cognitive radio and networks, and natural language processing. Bringing
together experts from different countries, the book explores a range of central issues from an international
perspective.
Recent Advances in Civil Engineering Jul 28 2022 This book presents the select proceedings of the
International Conference on Civil Engineering Trends and Challenges for Sustainability (CTCS 2021). It
discusses emerging and latest research and advances in sustainability in different areas of civil engineering,
providing solutions to sustainable development. Various topics covered include sustainable construction
technology & building materials; structural engineering, transportation and traffic engineering, geotechnical
engineering, environmental engineering, water resources engineering, remote sensing and GIS applications.
This book will be of potential interest to researchers and professionals working in sustainable civil engineering
and related fields.
Demystifying Big Data, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning for Healthcare Analytics Nov 07 2020
Demystifying Big Data, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning for Healthcare Analytics presents the changing
world of data utilization, especially in clinical healthcare. Various techniques, methodologies, and algorithms
are presented in this book to organize data in a structured manner that will assist physicians in the care of
patients and help biomedical engineers and computer scientists understand the impact of these techniques on
healthcare analytics. The book is divided into two parts: Part 1 covers big data aspects such as healthcare
decision support systems and analytics-related topics. Part 2 focuses on the current frameworks and
applications of deep learning and machine learning, and provides an outlook on future directions of research
and development. The entire book takes a case study approach, providing a wealth of real-world case studies
in the application chapters to act as a foundational reference for biomedical engineers, computer scientists,
healthcare researchers, and clinicians. Provides a comprehensive reference for biomedical engineers,
computer scientists, advanced industry practitioners, researchers, and clinicians to understand and develop
healthcare analytics using advanced tools and technologies Includes in-depth illustrations of advanced
techniques via dataset samples, statistical tables, and graphs with algorithms and computational methods for
developing new applications in healthcare informatics Unique case study approach provides readers with
insights for practical clinical implementation
Cognitive Informatics, Computer Modelling, and Cognitive Science Dec 29 2019 Cognitive Informatics,
Computer Modelling, and Cognitive Science: Theory, Case Studies, and Applications presents the theoretical
background and history of cognitive science to help readers understand its foundations, philosophical and
psychological aspects, and applications in a wide range of engineering and computer science case studies.
Cognitive science, a cognitive model of the brain, knowledge representation, and information processing in the
human brain are discussed, as is the theory of consciousness, neuroscience, intelligence, decision-making,
mind and behavior analysis, and the various ways cognitive computing is used for information manipulation,
processing and decision-making. Mathematical and computational models, structures and processes of the
human brain are also covered, along with advances in machine learning, artificial intelligence, cognitive
knowledge base, deep learning, cognitive image processing and suitable data analytics. Identifies how
foundational theories and concepts in cognitive science are applicable in other fields Includes a comprehensive
review of cognitive science applications in multiple domains, applying it to neural engineering, robotics,
computer science and STEM Includes models of brain processing, consciousness, decision-making, and more
Provides in-depth technical coverage of cognitive informatics and computing, including coverage of cognitive
knowledge base, information theory, cognitive machine learning and intelligence
Advances in Computing, Communication, and Control Jan 28 2020 This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the Third International Conference on Advances in Computing, Communication and Control,

ICAC3 2013, held in Mumbai, India, in January 2013. The 69 papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book. They deal with topics such as image processing, artificial
intelligence, robotics, wireless communications; data warehousing and mining, and are organized in topical
sections named: computing; communication; control; and others.
Directory of Libraries in India Sep 29 2022 The Third Revised And Enlarged Edition Of The Directory Of
Libraries In India Contains Much Larger Number Of Addresses Of Libraries In India. Special Chapters Have Been
Added On Addresses Of Institutions Offering Courses On Important Subjects Like Management, Medicine And
Nursing, Engineering And Technology, Architecture, Law, Sports Etc.It Is Hoped That The Directory In Its
Present Form Would Be Found Highly Useful By Publishers And Booksellers In Mailing Their Publicity Material.
The Directory Would Also Be Useful To Librarians And Others Concerned With Educational Institutions And
Organisations For Getting Information About Libraries In India.
Intelligent Sustainable Systems Feb 20 2022 This book features research papers presented at the 5th
International Conference on Intelligent Sustainable Systems (ICISS 2022), held at SCAD College of Engineering
and Technology, Tirunelveli, Tamil Nadu, India, during February 17–18, 2022. The book discusses latest
research works that discusses the tools, methodologies, practices, and applications of sustainable systems and
computational intelligence methodologies. The book is beneficial for readers from both academia and industry.
Jatropha, Challenges for a New Energy Crop Jul 24 2019 The book will be a broad and comprehensive look on
Jatropha until the details since the book is being contributed by international experts worldwide that have
already published works in the international press of Science. Illustrations, tables geographic maps, GPS
location, etc are added by each contributors according to the feeling they have concerning what they think
their contribution should be. This book will benefit the scientific community immensely. Being aware of any
challenges related to Jatropha, i.e. (i) its economy in Asia (India, China) and South America (Brazil), (ii) basics
of biofuel technology, (iii) physiology, (iv) farming, (v) byproducts, (vi) biotechnology, (vii) genetic resource
(germplasm) and their benefit for the crop by genetic transfer, (viii) genetic map, (ix) comparative genetics, (x)
genomics. Breeders and technologist will have access to a complete digested view on Jatropha to decide where
and how they should move on with their investigations.
Dynamic Methods and Process Advancements in Mechanical, Manufacturing, and Materials Engineering Apr 24
2022 Engineering and design are often a necessary steps for an industry to become effective. Industry
modeling can help to bridge the communication gap among engineers and system designers. Dynamic
Methods and Process Advancements in Mechanical, Manufacturing, and Materials Engineering examines the
principles of physics and materials science for analysis, design, manufacturing and maintenance of mechanical
equipments and systems. Targeting researchers, practitioners, and academicians, this volume promotes
innovative findings in mechanical, manufacturing and materials engineering.
Basic Thermodynamics Feb 29 2020 This book provides an in-depth discussion of the principles of
thermodynamics. It focuses on engineering applications of theory and sound techniques for solving
thermodynamic problems. The book presents the fundamental concepts of thermodynamics and describes the
theory of work and heat. The text covers in detail the first law and the second law of thermodynamics with
their applications. It also explains the concepts of entropy and availability and irreversibility. In addition, the
book presents thermodynamic properties of pure substances, ideal gases and mixtures of ideal gases, as well
as real gases. This book is designed for undergraduate students of mechanical engineering, industrial and
production engineering, automobile engineering and aeronautical engineering for their courses in
thermodynamics.
Inventive Computation and Information Technologies Sep 17 2021 This book is a collection of best selected
papers presented at the International Conference on Inventive Computation and Information Technologies
(ICICIT 2021), organized during 12–13 August 2021. The book includes papers in the research area of
information sciences and communication engineering. The book presents novel and innovative research results
in theory, methodology and applications of communication engineering and information technologies.
Advances n Mechanical Engineering Jul 16 2021
New Generation of Organic Fertilizers Sep 25 2019 This book provides a comprehensive overview of organic
fertilizers and their importance in sustainable agriculture, biodiversity, and the environment. It presents new
approaches, ideas, and trends on how to increase the effectiveness of chemical fertilizers as well as the
resistance of plants against biotic and abiotic stress conditions. Chapters address such topics as the benefits of
organic fertilizers over their chemical counterparts, vermicomposting, organic farming, insects in organic
fertilizer production, and much more.
Applied Thermodynamics Mar 31 2020
Innovations in Soft Computing and Information Technology Dec 21 2021 The book presents innovative
scientific research works by academics, research scholars and students, presented at the 2017 International
Conference on Energy, Materials and Information Technology at Amity University Jharkhand, India. It includes
contributions on system solutions based on soft computing techniques, and covers innovative soft computing
techniques and tools with advanced applications. A major focus of the book is on presenting interdisciplinary
problems and how they can be solved using information technology, together with innovative connections to

other disciplines. It also includes papers on cloud computing and WSN-related real-time research.
Proceedings of International Conference on Cognition and Recognition Mar 12 2021 The book covers a
comprehensive overview of the theory, methods, applications and tools of cognition and recognition. The book
is a collection of best selected papers presented in the International Conference on Cognition and Recognition
2016 (ICCR 2016) and helpful for scientists and researchers in the field of image processing, pattern
recognition and computer vision for advance studies. Nowadays, researchers are working in interdisciplinary
areas and the proceedings of ICCR 2016 plays a major role to accumulate those significant works at one place.
The chapters included in the proceedings inculcates both theoretical as well as practical aspects of different
areas like nature inspired algorithms, fuzzy systems, data mining, signal processing, image processing, text
processing, wireless sensor networks, network security and cellular automata.
Sensing Techniques for Next Generation Cognitive Radio Networks Aug 17 2021 The inadequate use of
wireless spectrum resources has recently motivated researchers and practitioners to look for new ways to
improve resource efficiency. As a result, new cognitive radio technologies have been proposed as an effective
solution. Sensing Techniques for Next Generation Cognitive Radio Networks is a pivotal reference source that
provides vital research on the application of spectrum sensing techniques. While highlighting topics such as
radio identification, compressive sensing, and wavelet transform, this publication explores the standards and
the methods of cognitive radio network architecture. This book is ideally designed for IT and network
engineers, practitioners, and researchers seeking current research on radio scene analysis for cognitive radios
and networks.
Recent Trends in Mathematical Modeling and High Performance Computing Jul 04 2020 This volume explores
the connections between mathematical modeling, computational methods, and high performance computing,
and how recent developments in these areas can help to solve complex problems in the natural sciences and
engineering. The content of the book is based on talks and papers presented at the conference Modern
Mathematical Methods and High Performance Computing in Science & Technology (M3HPCST), held at
Inderprastha Engineering College in Ghaziabad, India in January 2020. A wide range of both theoretical and
applied topics are covered in detail, including the conceptualization of infinity, efficient domain decomposition,
high capacity wireless communication, infectious disease modeling, and more. These chapters are organized
around the following areas: Partial and ordinary differential equations Optimization and optimal control High
performance and scientific computing Stochastic models and statistics Recent Trends in Mathematical
Modeling and High Performance Computing will be of interest to researchers in both mathematics and
engineering, as well as to practitioners who face complex models and extensive computations.
Advances in Manufacturing and Industrial Engineering Dec 09 2020 This book presents selected peer reviewed
papers from the International Conference on Advanced Production and Industrial Engineering (ICAPIE 2019). It
covers a wide range of topics and latest research in mechanical systems engineering, materials engineering,
micro-machining, renewable energy, industrial and production engineering, and additive manufacturing. Given
the range of topics discussed, this book will be useful for students and researchers primarily working in
mechanical and industrial engineering, and energy technologies.
Advances in Structural Engineering Oct 07 2020 The book presents research papers presented by
academicians, researchers, and practicing structural engineers from India and abroad in the recently held
Structural Engineering Convention (SEC) 2014 at Indian Institute of Technology Delhi during 22 – 24 December
2014. The book is divided into three volumes and encompasses multidisciplinary areas within structural
engineering, such as earthquake engineering and structural dynamics, structural mechanics, finite element
methods, structural vibration control, advanced cementitious and composite materials, bridge engineering, and
soil-structure interaction. Advances in Structural Engineering is a useful reference material for structural
engineering fraternity including undergraduate and postgraduate students, academicians, researchers and
practicing engineers.
ELEMENTS OF CIVIL ENGINEERING AND ENGINEERING MECHANICS Oct 19 2021 This book, in its third edition,
continues to focus on the basics of civil engineering and engineering mechanics to provide students with a
balanced and cohesive study of the two areas (as needed by them in the beginning of their engineering
education). A basic undergraduate textbook for the first-year students of all branches of engineering, this book
is specifically designed to conform to the syllabus of Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU). Imparting
the basic knowledge in various facets of civil engineering and the related engineering structures and
infrastructure such as buildings, roads, highways, dams and bridges, the third edition covers the engineering
mechanics portion in eleven chapters. Each chapter introduces the concepts to the reader, stepwise. Providing
a wealth of practice examples, the book emphasizes the importance of building strong analytical skills. Practice
problems, at the end of each chapter, give students an opportunity to absorb concepts and hone their problemsolving skills. The book comes with a companion CD containing the software developed using MS-Excel, to work
out the problems on Forces, Centroid, Friction and Moment of Inertia. The use of this software will enable the
students to understand the concepts in a relatively better way. NEW TO THIS EDITION • Introduces a chapter
on Kinematics as per the revised Civil Engineering syllabus of VTU • Updates with the latest examination
Question Papers, including the one held in the month of December 2013

Advances in Artificial Intelligence and Data Engineering May 02 2020 This book presents selected peerreviewed papers from the International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Data Engineering (AIDE 2019).
The topics covered are broadly divided into four groups: artificial intelligence, machine vision and robotics,
ambient intelligence, and data engineering. The book discusses recent technological advances in the emerging
fields of artificial intelligence, machine learning, robotics, virtual reality, augmented reality, bioinformatics,
intelligent systems, cognitive systems, computational intelligence, neural networks, evolutionary computation,
speech processing, Internet of Things, big data challenges, data mining, information retrieval, and natural
language processing. Given its scope, this book can be useful for students, researchers, and professionals
interested in the growing applications of artificial intelligence and data engineering.
Trends in Civil Engineering and Challenges for Sustainability Aug 29 2022 This book comprises selected papers
from the International Conference on Civil Engineering Trends and Challenges for Sustainability (CTCS) 2019.
The book presents latest research in several areas of civil engineering such as construction and structural
engineering, geotechnical engineering, environmental engineering and sustainability, and geographical
information systems. With a special emphasis on sustainable development, the book covers case studies and
addresses key challenges in sustainability. The scope of the contents makes the book useful for students,
researchers, and professionals interested in sustainable practices in civil engineering.
A - L May 14 2021
Industry 4.0, AI, and Data Science Aug 24 2019 The aim of this book is to provide insight into Data Science
and Artificial Learning Techniques based on Industry 4.0, conveys how Machine Learning & Data Science are
becoming an essential part of industrial and academic research. Varying from healthcare to social networking
and everywhere hybrid models for Data Science, Al, and Machine Learning are being used. The book describes
different theoretical and practical aspects and highlights how new systems are being developed. Along with
focusing on the research trends, challenges and future of AI in Data Science, the book explores the potential
for integration of advanced AI algorithms, addresses the challenges of Data Science for Industry 4.0, covers
different security issues, includes qualitative and quantitative research, and offers case studies with working
models. This book also provides an overview of AI and Data Science algorithms for readers who do not have a
strong mathematical background. Undergraduates, postgraduates, academicians, researchers, and industry
professionals will benefit from this book and use it as a guide.
Advances in Manufacturing Technology and Management Jun 22 2019 This book presents the select peerreviewed proceeding of the International Conference on Advanced Production and Industrial Engineering
(ICAPIE) – 2021 held at Delhi Technological University. It covers recent trends in various fields of mechanical
engineering. The broad range of topics and issues covered include mechanical system engineering, materials
engineering, micro-machining, renewable energy, industrial engineering and additive manufacturing. This book
will be useful for students, researchers and professionals working in the area of mechanical and allied
engineering discipline.
Recent Trends in Computational Intelligence Enabled Research Oct 31 2022 The field of computational
intelligence has grown tremendously over that past five years, thanks to evolving soft computing and artificial
intelligent methodologies, tools and techniques for envisaging the essence of intelligence embedded in real life
observations. Consequently, scientists have been able to explain and understand real life processes and
practices which previously often remain unexplored by virtue of their underlying imprecision, uncertainties and
redundancies, and the unavailability of appropriate methods for describing the incompleteness and vagueness
of information represented. With the advent of the field of computational intelligence, researchers are now
able to explore and unearth the intelligence, otherwise insurmountable, embedded in the systems under
consideration. Computational Intelligence is now not limited to only specific computational fields, it has made
inroads in signal processing, smart manufacturing, predictive control, robot navigation, smart cities, and sensor
design to name a few. Recent Trends in Computational Intelligence Enabled Research: Theoretical Foundations
and Applications explores the use of this computational paradigm across a wide range of applied domains
which handle meaningful information. Chapters investigate a broad spectrum of the applications of
computational intelligence across different platforms and disciplines, expanding our knowledge base of various
research initiatives in this direction. This volume aims to bring together researchers, engineers, developers and
practitioners from academia and industry working in all major areas and interdisciplinary areas of
computational intelligence, communication systems, computer networks, and soft computing. Provides insights
into the theory, algorithms, implementation, and application of computational intelligence techniques Covers a
wide range of applications of deep learning across various domains which are researching the applications of
computational intelligence Investigates novel techniques and reviews the state-of-the-art in the areas of
machine learning, computer vision, soft computing techniques
Intelligent Interactive Multimedia Systems for e-Healthcare Applications Aug 05 2020 This new volume
explores how the merging of interactive multimedia with artificial intelligence has created new and advanced
tools in healthcare. It looks at how the latest technologies (artificial intelligence, deep learning, machine
learning, big data, IoT, smart device, etc.) help to manage health data, diagnose health issues, monitor
treatment, predict pandemic diseases, and more. The book covers several important applications of

multimedia in healthcare, including for data visualization purposes, for computer vision for elder healthcare
monitoring, for detection of lung nodules, for management systems using machine learning techniques, and for
fusion applications in medical image processing. The chapter authors discuss using data mining and machine
learning techniques for COVID-19 diagnosis and prediction, in detecting knee osteoarthritis using texture
descriptor algorithms, in applying algorithms in fetal ECG enhancement using blockchain for wearable internet
of things in healthcare, and more. A chapter also reviews how doctors can make good use of genomics and
genetic data through advanced technology. The book concludes with discussions of open issues, challenges,
and future research directions for using intelligent interactive multimedia in healthcare. Key features: Provides
an in-depth understanding of emerging technologies and integration of artificial intelligence, deep learning, big
data, IoT in healthcare Details specific applications for the use of AI, big data, and IoT in healthcare Discusses
how AI technology can help in formulating protective measures for COVID-19 and other diseases Includes case
studies Intelligent Interactive Multimedia Systems for e-Healthcare Applications will be valuable to
undergraduate and graduate students planning their careers in either industry or research and to software
engineers for using multimedia with artificial intelligence, deep learning, big data, and IoT for healthcare
applications.
Advances in Metrology and Measurement of Engineering Surfaces Jan 22 2022 This book presents the select
proceedings of the International Conference on Functional Material, Manufacturing and Performances (ICFMMP)
2019. The book covers broad aspects of several topics involved in the metrology and measurement of
engineering surfaces and their implementation in automotive, bio-manufacturing, chemicals, electronics,
energy, construction materials, and other engineering applications. The contents focus on cutting-edge
instruments, methods and standards in the field of metrology and mechanical properties of advanced
materials. Given the scope of the topics, this book can be useful for students, researchers and professionals
interested in the measurement of surfaces, and the applications thereof.
Handbook of Research on Telecommunications Planning and Management for Business Oct 26 2019 "This book
provides original, in-depth, and innovative articles on telecommunications policy, management, and business
applications"--Provided by publisher.
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